Manifested Harmony Certified Advanced Crystal Healer Code of Ethics
and Official Registration Form
The purpose of this form is to ensure that all Manifested Harmony ACH’s use a safe consistent crystal
healing method as taught by Manifested Harmony.
In order to be certified and practice as a Certified Advanced Crystal Healer, allowing you to use the letters
ACH after your name, utilize the ACH logo, and obtain the official certificate of completion, you are
required to:
1. Complete Crystal Healing Basics & Grids and Advanced Crystal Healing classes from
Manifested Harmony.
2. Take the CCH examination and achieve a passing grade of 75% or higher, complete all CCH
assignments and receive your CCH certificate within 90 days of completing the Advanced Crystal
Healing class.
3. Within one year of completing the Advanced Crystal Healing class, complete the following
assignments:
a. Submit a one-page essay on how you will utilize crystals in your business.
b. Work with 1 Master Quartz crystal and send a one-page essay of your experience, energy
felt, and messages received.
c. Work with 2 advanced crystals from the Advanced class and send a one-page essay about
each crystal, your experience, energy felt, and messages received.
d. Conduct an advanced crystal healing session with a layout of your own creation, send a
photo of the layout and an essay with explanation about the crystals selected and the
recipient’s reaction to the layout.
e. Create an advanced crystal grid of a layout of your own creation, send a photo of the
layout and an essay explaining the pattern and crystals chosen, purpose of the grid, and
how the grid worked.
4. Agree with the code of ethics set forth here.
5. Fill out the registration form below.

Code of Ethics
1. Practice methods as taught in the courses, particularly precautionary measures. Before providing a
layout on a client, always practice on yourself first.
2. Always work on your own healing and education, and maintaining your own energy balance.
3. Be open to the continuing process of enhancing your professional qualifications, training,
experience and skills.
4. Any information that is discussed during session or on intake form is confidential.
5. Never medically diagnose or prescribe. Never suggest that the client/student change medically
prescribed treatment or interfere with the treatment of a licensed health care provider. Avoid the
use of patient, cure, prognosis, diagnosis, treat.
6. Provide a safe and comfortable area for sessions or classes and work to provide an empowering
and supportive environment for clients and students.
7. Always treat clients and students with the utmost respect and honor.
8. Have a pure and clear intention to offer your services for the highest healing good of the client and
highest potential of the student.
9. Be respectful of all others’ views and paths. Educate, do not debate.
10. Educate clients/students on the value of crystal healing and explain that sessions do not guarantee
a cure, nor are they a substitute for qualified medical or professional care. Crystals can be one part
of an integrative healing or wellness program.
11. Respect and value all energy workers.
12. Vow to encourage your clients to heal themselves, assisting them in their personal growth as well
as in their own crystal practice
13. Always treat your students with the greatest respect. Never engage in any illegal or immoral
activity with your clients or students. Never touch their genital area or breasts, never ask them to
disrobe, and never make sexual comments, jokes or references. Never engage in romantic or
sexual relations with a client.
14. Do not manipulate the skin unless you are a licensed massage therapist or acupuncturist.
15. Abstain from the use of drugs or alcohol during all professional activities.
16. Practice Truth in Advertising. Be willing to openly discuss your training background, what is
offered in a crystal healing session, the fee that is charged, and the amount of time spent in
sessions
17. Always check your state and local laws to ensure that you comply with all laws and regulations.
18. Obtain liability insurance before working with clients.
In signing this form, I vow to practice the crystal healing methods as taught to me through Manifested
Harmony and to fully embrace and abide by the Code of Ethics.
Signature: _________________________________________________ Date: _________________
Name please print clearly: __________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________________________________________
State/Province:/Country ____________________________________________________________

